
Tinyfish 

This band describes itself as ‘The world’s smallest progressive rock band.’ So often, we associate 

progressive rock with loud, heavy sounds and not really associate anything that is, let’s say, more 

delicate with progressive rock. It’s 

the smaller aspect of the Tinyfish 

sound that I like and the way that the 

small sounds contrast with the 

occasional, ‘let your hair down time’ 

and just ‘rock.’ 

Many prog rock bands use elements 

of orchestral music as their own stock 

in trade sounds and it’s these ‘traits’ 

that ‘define’ their sound and make 

them individual. 

Tinyfish do have their own blend of 

sound and one thing that I really do like about their work is the way that the textures that they use 

are not overloaded with sound, so that you can really 

hear into the mix with no ‘sound wall’ in the way. 

They formed in 2004. The band consists of Simon 

Godfrey (lead vocal, guitar), Jim Sanders (lead guitar, 

backing vocals), Paul Worwood (bass), Robert Ramsay 

(spoken word, harmonica) and Leon Camfield (drums, 

backing vocals). Their 

pedigrees link them with 

many other prog bands. Jim, 

Simon and Paul knew each other at school since the age of five. There’s 

nothing big and glamorous about the band. Even live, they’re quite 

understated and there are none of yer big flamboyant gestures and the 

guys themselves look pretty normal. Not what you would call, ‘rock gods’ 

or anything like that. An unassuming 

band in fact. 

They’re not young fellas though and 

have been around for a while. They also 

have links via their players with other 

well known bands such as Frost and 

Freefall. On the next page is a tree of who came from where, so 

they do have some very good players. (To see the graph, it needs 

to be blown up though if you can be bothered to follow it.) 

They have a website where they sell things linked to the band and give some pictures and history 

etc.: 



http://tinyfish.org/ 

They rehearse for six hours at a time!! Simon plays all of the instruments that are within the band 

and kind of controls and directs the performances in rehearsals. Seeing them live is almost as good 

as hearing their recordings. They concentrate on what they are playing and don’t run around the 

stage, putting a big flamboyant show, but their live sound is well balanced and it sounds really good. 

They can play extremely well live and you don’t feel that the albums represent another group that 

can magically play in tune with a balanced sound because it’s been manipulated. They really play 

well live as well as on record.  

Their first album, ‘Tinyfish’ came out in 2006. In fact, it wasn’t their first album as 

such since they had previously recorded songs that had not been released. I 

guess all bands need to find their own ‘brand’ of sound and in some cases, like 

one of my bands, songs were even released in another name in 

order to test the market without hurting the name of the band 

itself!! So in fact, Tinyfish was their second set of songs but the 

first to be released. 

After ‘Tinyfish’ came their ‘real’ first (mini)  album, ‘Curious Things’. Much of this 

had been rehearsed and performed before the first album was 

released. It is also quite a mixed album as a result since they were 

forming their own sound I guess in the process of making it and it was 

really by a former outfit. 

2009 saw them release a DVD called, ‘One Night on Fire’. I like this DVD and the playing 

is really good on it. It also comes with a CD of the same music. This was recorded in 

Poland and it featured songs from the past two albums and also previews of an album 

that hadn’t yet been made, ‘The Big Red Spark’. 

2010 saw the release of their concept album, ‘The Big Red Spark’. It has things in common with ‘War 

of the Worlds’ in that it features spoken voice, narrating a strange story of a machine that collects 

dreams and becomes out of control. 

In 2012, Simon had developed the dreaded tinnitus and so would 

no longer be able to perform at volume. They still exist as a 

recording band but it is fully understandable that Simon needs to 

give the ears a break. I have suffered from this myself and it really is 

a horrible thing to put up with. Mine has receded over time (and a 

break from the world of big noises) and hopefully, Simon’s will as 

well. 

One thing I notice that he doesn’t do on live work is to wear in ear 

monitors. For me, they’re a life saver in that you hear a much more balanced version of what you 

hear ‘live’ but with the bonus of being able to turn it down. I noticed that Simon plays with his ears 

exposed which is possibly why the problems have been exacerbated. Great pity, because they really 

are a good band. 

 

http://tinyfish.org/


The Fishtank is their fanbase and they were asked to vote for their favourite ten songs: 

01. Sundried (1:56) from Tinyfish, 2006 

02. Why VHF? (8:18) from Curious Things, 2009 

03. Driving All Night (4:19) from One Night On Fire, 2009 

04. God Eat God (3:12) from Tinyfish, 2006 

05. All Of The People All Of The Time/Build Your Own Enemy (6:38) from Tinyfish, 2006 

06. Cinnamon (6:21) from One Night On Fire, 2009 

07. The June Jar (3:20) from Curious Things, 2009 

08. Fly Like A Bird (4:11) from Tinyfish, 2006 

09. Nine Months On Fire (6:07) from One Night On Fire, 2009 

10. All Hands Lost (12:35) from Tinyfish, 2006 

Perhaps these are the best songs to check out if you have access to ‘Spotify’ or another service where 

you can sample music since their fans regard these as their better songs. Half of them come from that 

first album, but when this was compiled, ‘The Big Red Spark’ hadn’t been released. 

 

The Big Red Spark 

The band recognise other influences that helped them to devise the style and sound of this album. The 

opening is extremely reminiscent of ‘ War of the Worlds’ and they do acknowledge this. The use of 

the spoken word is obvious on the opening section. 

However, each member seems to have key influences on the way that 

they play. 

Paul, the bass player is very influenced by the bassists in bands such 

as Black Sabbath, Rush and Marillion. So there’s the basis of some 

heavy duty stuff there, which does occasionally appear in the album. 

Jim, their guitarist is into Thin Lizzy, Winger and Jeff Beck. He was 

especially impressed with the ‘wah wah’ pedal work of Jeff Beck in 

his album, ‘You had it Coming’. (2000) 

Leon plays drums, but not on their albums. He plays for them in live 

shows. He feels that a big influence in the ‘Big Red Spark’ is Pink Floyd’s, ‘The Wall’. Musically the 

albums are not alike but the ‘feel’ is similar. There are references to stress, control, physical illness 

and paranoia. 

He recommends the book 1984 as well. 

 

Rob, their ‘spoken word’ person and also harmonica, is influenced by Tom Waites, Electric Light 

Orchestra and Peter Blegvad. 

 

Simon is into XTC, The Police and Cardiacs. 

 

If you know what the members themselves like, you will hear the influences of these bands in 

Tinyfish themselves and it gives a good clue as to the mix of styles within the band. 

 

A good place to start with Tinyfish, if you are interested in hearing the band and having something 

from different periods of their history, then the DVD is really very good. It is called ‘One Night on 



Fire’ and comes with a CD as well. There is a collection of 17 songs live in Poland and they are 

absolutely superb live, I can tell you. I have actually been to one of their concerts and they are a 

superb sounding band. In fact, they seem to come across even better than they do on the DVD when 

you see them play. The sound on the DVD is very good but doesn’t have the ‘edge’ of their sound 

live. They don’t come across on DVD quite as large as they seem live. However, put the DVD 

through some decent speakers and the sound really lifts and sounds a lot more like ‘rock’. It’s not big 

stadium rock, but the act of watching them play just gets you to see and focus on the tiny detail that 

each player adds to the mix. 

 

This is not ‘wall of sound’ type music. It has a clarity and some lovely texture stuff that goes on. If 

you appreciate the detail of each player’s additions to the mix, then you have the CD of the same 

concert to play as well and you will gain more of an insight into what you hear because you’ve 

actually seen them. 

 

Only three albums and a dvd but I really do like this underrated British Prog rock band. 

 

‘I’m Not Crashing’, Live 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6g8VLJSgiY 
 
Documentary on them: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFLY0JRtNlQ 
 
Part Two 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJqliydr6Yk 
 
Tinyfish rehearsing: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZEmcudqpkI 
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